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Class #5 Outline

• Practice: Continue Learning
• Advanced Lean techniques
• Flow improvement skills

– Improve procedures
– Analyze process steps
– Design physical layouts
– Manage bottlenecks
– Manage batches

• Lean culture-building
• Open discussion/feedback
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Lean VAISC Practices - Basic Techniques
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Lean VAISC Practices
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Building a Lean System …

• Standardize the target process by implementing 
visual controls and standard work
– start “managing from the standard” with VAISC practices

• Identify 3-5 “core” processes and incrementally 
standardize them
– Build a display board of standard work documents
– Continually improve these processes

• YOU continue learning AND teaching others…
– Basic Lean techniques and skills
– Advanced Lean techniques and skills
– Lean culture-building
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Advanced Lean Techniques
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Making Flow Improvements
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Imagine a 
Better Way

Evaluate It What-if it 
or Try it

Get others involved in brainstorming, trying and evaluating

Brainstorm & 
Learn by Trying

Waste signal observed

Keep process customer needs in mind

Speculate on the root cause of the problem



Flow Improvement Techniques

• Process specific
– Improve steps
– Move/delete steps

• General
– Layout changes
– Eliminate bottlenecks
– Reduce batch sizes
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Improve Steps
Skill: Improve procedures
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Move/Delete Steps
Skill: Analyze process steps
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• Should the order of steps be changed?
• Which steps can be conducted in parallel?
• Can any steps be deleted?



Layout Changes
Skill: Design physical layouts
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Work cell

5S organizing



Eliminate Bottlenecks
Skill: Manage bottlenecks
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• Bottlenecks can be eliminated 
through “workload balancing”

• Capacity and/or load on workers (or 
other productive resources) is 
adjusted so that their workloads 
(utilization rates) are all about equal

• Reduces the waste of waiting and 
leads to greater overall productivity 
while reducing stress

• Provides greater flexibility in 
adjusting to unforeseen 
circumstances

Over-utilized workers or 
resources become “bottlenecks”

Capacity Load



Reduce Batch Sizes
Skill: Manage batches
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• This involves reducing the planned 
or typical batch size for a process

• This often requires reducing the 
“set-up time” which is the time 
and effort required to switch from 
one type of work to another

• Set-up reduction facilitates the 
reduction of batch size (because 
smaller batch sizes require more 
frequent set ups)
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Lean Culture-Building

• Assess your current management style and level of 
organizational trust

• Gradually move towards a more partnering style

• Learning to partner is like learning a new dance 
– Start by learning the steps
– And then you keep practicing

• But also realize that “it takes two to tango”
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Lean as a culture-building tool

• Lean management is a “culture-building tool”, which 
takes the approach of changing what people do rather 
than trying to change how people think

• “It’s easier to act your way to a new way of thinking than 
to think your way to a new way of acting” (Shook 2010)

• The “new ways of acting” are embodied in the Lean 
VAISC practices and techniques

• A Lean culture of trust and respect has emerged when 
employees start talking about these practices and say … 
“Hey, this is how we do things around here!”
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Trust and Engagement
• Compared with people employed by low-trust companies, 

people at high-trust companies reported (Zak 2017):
– 106% more energy at work
– 76% more engagement
– 74% less stress
– 50% higher productivity
– 29% more satisfaction with their lives

• Engaged versus actively disengaged work units have       
(Gallup 2016):
– 40% fewer defects
– 41% lower absenteeism
– 20% higher profitability
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Trust has multiple benefits



Less Stress and More Satisfaction for 
OWNERS and MANAGERS because …

• You don’t have to worry as much about what employees 
are doing behind your back

• You don’t have to come up with all the ideas and all the 
answers

• There is less push back – employees are more willing to 
accept (and even embrace) your demands

• Avoid “trust anxiety” by learning how to trust
– Benefit of the doubt
– Small trust experiments
– Trust but verify
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Less Stress and More Satisfaction for 
EMPLOYEES because …

• Reducing waste eliminates annoying obstacles – “the 
pebbles in your shoe”

• Camaraderie with team members as partners

• Personal challenge of learning

• Satisfaction of feeling ownership in improvements

• Feeling trusted and respected is pleasurable *
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* Neurologically, the stimulus of feeling respected elicits a release of 
oxytocin in the brain which seems to create the feeling of trust (Zak 2017)



Recommended Reading

• The Essence of Lean by Hinds

• 2 Second Lean by Akers

• Traction by Wickman

• The Lean CEO by Stoller

• Creating a Lean Culture by Mann
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Thank You!
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Open Discussion/Feedback

1) How to improve this course?

2) Combine the course with mastermind groups?

3) Use a DIY training program for follow-up training 
of managers and employees?

4) Self-study training modules for particular skills

5) New book: How to Lead with Trust – A Practical 
Guide to Lean Management
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Possible Topics for Skill Training Modules
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Basic Technical Skills

Breakdown processes

Assess Lean waste

5S organize workspaces

Design visual controls

Basic People Skills

Hold stand-up meetings

Make gemba walks

Others?

Lean Startup Skills?

Design startup experiments

Conduct startup experiments

Flow Improvement Skills

Improve procedures

Analyze process steps

Design physical layouts

Manage bottlenecks

Manage batches

Advanced Technical Skills

Design TWI programs

Map processes

Facilitate kaizen events



Book in Development
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How to Lead with 

TRUST

A Practical Guide to 
Lean Management

David Hinds

Chapter Outline

1) Trust-based leadership
2) Lean management
3) Lean VAISC practices
4) Standardize work
5) Visualize work
6) Assess waste
7) Improve work
8) Continue learning
9) Case studies


